
 
 

DEMO DERBY RULES - UPDATED 5/28/2019 
 
MINI CAR STOCK RULES  
1. TIRES OF CHOICE  
2. BATTERY CAN BE MOVED INSIDE YOUR CAR. YOUR CHOICE!!  
3. FUEL TANKS CAN BE MOVED NO FACTORY TANKS ALLOWED INSIDE OF THE CAR 
MUST BE BOAT TANK OR AFTERMARKET. YOUR CHOICE!!  
4. BUMPERS MAY BE COLASPED AND WELDED ON 
5. NO WELDING SUSPENSION  
6. MAY HAVE 4PT CAGE FOR SAFETY  
7. DRIVER DOOR MAY BE WELDED ALL OTHER DOORS CAN HAVE 8 DOUBLED 9 WIRE 
PER DOOR OR 3 3X3 1/8 PLATE PER DOOR SEAM NOT BOTH!  
8. HOOD MUST BE OPEN FOR INSPECTION CAN HAVE 8 DOUBLE 9 WIRE FRONT TWO 
CAN GO AROUND FRAME OR BUMPER MAY HAVE DOUBLE STRAND WIRE IN 
WINDSHIELD FOR SAFETY  
9. DOCK LIDS MUST HAVE 12X12 HOLE FOR INSPECTION CAN HAVE 8 DOUBLE STRAND 
9 WIRE HOLDING IT SHUT NONE AROUND FRAME 
10. CARS MUST BOUNCE MUST BE STOCK NO OTHER MODIFICATIONS ALLOWED 
EXCEPT WHATS STATED!!!!! 
10. 10in bumper shock on the outside of the frame OR 10x4x1/4 flat steel. Not both 
ABSOLUTELY NOTHING INSIDE OF THE FRAME 
11. No Back Window bar, front window bar is allowed 
 
BIG CAR STOCK RULES 
1. Any year CHEVY TO CHEVY, FORD TO FORD NO WELDING SUSPENSION OR BODY 
SEAMS.  
2. BUMPER MAY BE WELDED ON WITH 1" GAP BETWEEN FRAME AND BUMPER 
SHOCKS MAY BE COLASPED THEN WELDED.  
3. A 4PT CAGE IS OPTIONAL NO BIGGER THEN 4"!!! 1 BAR BEHIND SEAT 1 BAR IN DASH 
WITH CONNECTING BARS ACROSS DOORS. THIS IS ONLY FOR DRIVER SAFETY!!!!! 
BATTERY AND GAS TANK MAY BE MOVED INSIDE CAR NO FACTORY GAS TANK 
PERMITTED INSIDE CAR MUST BE AFTERMARKET!!!  



4. DRIVER DOOR MAY BE WELDED ALL OTHER DOORS CAN HAVE 8 DOUBLE STRANDS 
9 WIRES PER DOOR OR 3 3X3 1/8 PLATE PER DOOR SEAM NOT BOTH.  
5. HOOD MUST BE OPEN FOR INSPECTION CAN HAVE 8 DOUBLE STRAND 9 WIRE 
FRONT TWO CAN GO AROUND FRAME OR BUMPER. YOU MAY HAVE DOUBLE STRAND 
WIRE IN WINDSHIELD FOR SAFETY! 
6. DOCK LIDS MUST HAVE 12X12 HOLE FOR INSPECTION CAN HAVE 8 DOUBLE STRAND 
9 WIRE HOLDING IT SHUT NONE AROUND FRAME!!  
7. CARS MUST BOUNCE MUST BE STUCK NO OTHER MODIFICATIONS ALLOWED 
EXCEPT WHATS STATED!!!!!  
8. TIRE OF CHOICE PERMITTED! 
9. 10in bumper shock on the outside of the frame OR 10x4x1/4 flat steel. Not both 
ABSOLUTELY NOTHING INSIDE OF THE FRAME 
10. No Back Window bar, front window bar is allowed 
 
MINI MOD 
Run what you bring.  
 
BIG MOD  
Run what you bring. 
 
TRUCK/VANS 
Do not strengthen anything not specified in the rules 
1. Any year compact or midsize truck, van or SUV is acceptable. 
2. You are permitted to wire or chain the doors, hood and trunk/tailgate shut in 4 spots each with 
4 strands of wire per spot or 3/8 diameter chain max. Do not weld or bolt these areas. All body 
panels must remain in stock location unless otherwise specified 
3. #9 wire or a flat bar no larger than ¼” thick x 2” wide may by placed in center of windshield. 
These cannot extend farther than 3” beyond window opening onto roof or cowl. 
4. Do not add wire or any reinforcement to the body any place other than where specified. 
5.There must be at least 12” x 12” hole in the hood. 
6. Hood must be open for inspection 
7. ‘The drivers door maybe welded, bolted, wired, or chained but must be AT LEAST have 
something in ADDITION to the latch holding it shut. You may also add a plate or channel up to 
12” tall to the outside of this door. This piece can extend a maximum of 6” beyond the door in 
either direction. If you choose to use angle or tube for this then the ends need to be cut off at an 
angle. Drivers door only maybe fully sheeted with up to ¼” thick sheet. The sheet may not 
extend more than 1” door edges in any directions, it is for single door strength only.  
8. The trucks may have one 12” x 3” x ¼” strap welded per side attached the bed to the cab OR 
the bed and cab can be bolted together in two spots using up to 1” diameter bolts and up to 6” x 
6” x ¼” plates for washers. This is the be sheet metal to sheet metal only. 
9. These vehcilces can be tucked and creased but the tailgate/hatch(if used) must start out in 
it’s stock location. On trucks the bedsides must remain vertical, not wedged.  



10. Gas tank may be moved but doesn’t have to be. If you do move it then you need to use an 
aftermarket type tank. Do not move stock tank inside of vehicle 
11. Wiring harnesses may be rerouted or removed.  
12. You are permitted to move the battery inside the vehicle. It must be mounted securely and 
not strength the vehicle in any way.  
13. No aftermarket steering columns, brake set ups, gas pedals, etc… 
14. You may use a homemade or aftermarket shifter, if you use the stock shifter you may modify 
the attachment points so they will not be come unhooked. 
15. You may leave the windshield in if you want but all other windows and lights must be 
removed. 
16. Spray foam may be used to keep radiator in place or around battery but do not get 
excessive with it. BUT ONLY FOAM THESE TWO AREAS or you will be cutting out foam. You 
may also use ratchet straps or wire to hold radiator in place.  
17. ALL trash is to be removed from vehicle BEFORE coming through inspection. 
 
Drivetrain 
1. Engine must be an engine that was a factory option for the vehcihle it was in. The factory type 
of induction must remain (carbed or injected must stay the same) but typical streetable mods 
are acceptable as in cam swamps, intake, etc… 
2. You can remove the exhaust if you want, headers through the hood are optional if you want. 
3. Any tire is permitted, but the wheels must be stock type, bead protectors with a max width of 
2” and a max thickness ⅜” will be permitted. These are to be placed on outside face of wheel in 
bead area only and cannot extend past original diameter of wheel. Doubling and tubing of tire is 
allowed. Weld in wheel center (the area around the mounting flange only) are allowed only as 
long as they are not strengthening the rest of the wheel, studs must be removed from studded 
tires.  
4. You are permitted to weld the factory rear end to be a posi. 
5. Aftermarket cooling transmissions are permitted but must be mounted in engine compartment 
and must not have any type of fan or type of additional cooling method for the cooler.  
 
Cage 
1.A floating 4 points cage will be allowed (front bar, rear bar, two door bars...period) 
2.No part of cage can be larger than 6” in diameter. 
3. If ONLY using a rear bar, then that bar may have 12” plates on the end of it for mounting. 
4.Door bars must be inside of vehicle (not inside of doors). 
5. No part of cage can be closer than 4” to the floor or firewall. 
6. NO GUSSETS OR KICKERS in any direction. Do not mount items to cage in a manor that will 
strength the cage more than a simple 4 points would be. 
7. You may have a rollover bar mounted to cage only. Rollover bar must not be angled and 
must not be attached to body in any manor. 
8. Rear bar must not be any further rearward than where floor and kickpanel meet. Do not push 
this limit or you will remove the bar. On vechicles without the kick panel the bar may be not 
further than 12” bar drivers seat.  



9. You may mount gas tank on rear bar but no part of rear bar can be wider or longer than 26” 
or closer than 4” to the body or floor at any point.  
10. On trucks the tank may be mounted in the front of the bed and have up to a 30” wide x 30” 
long protector around it. This protector must be attached to the SHEET METAL ONLY and must 
not be closer than 4” to the front or sides of the bed. 
 
Suspension 
1. Suspension must remain stock factory stock except were specified, spring spacers may by 
used to stiffen the ride but must bounce easily. If one person can’t bounce it than it’s too stiff. 
Suspension must move in both directions…. Do not lock it in place.  
2. You may wire coil springs to rear end of axle to keep them in place. 
3. Leaf spring cars must have factory size and style spring packs with NO ADDITIONAL clamps 
added, if you are replacing a broken or missing clamp than you plates can be no more than 2” 
wide x ¼” thick with bolts no longer than ⅜” diameter.  
4. Do not alter any of the factory configuration of the suspension unless specified this means all 
spring hangers, shackles, rear end, etc…. Must remain in factory configuration. 
 
Frame/Bumpers 
1.You can notch the rear of the frame but do not do anything to strengthen the frame in any 
way. 
2. You may add two 2x4” plates up to ¼” thick at each mounting location for the bumpers. You 
may collapse the bumper shocks and weld them to the end of the frame. The factory shocks 
may be slid back into the frame but not welding inside the frame. The bumper maybe welding 
directly to the frame. Do not shorten frame more than enough to square it off. You may add a 
spacer BETWEEN ENDS OF FRAME AND BACK OF BUMPER if needed for spacing bumper 
out from core support of vehicles not equipped with bumper shocks from factory. This must not 
be places inside or beside or frame and must be no bigger than 3” in diameter and 4” in length. 
If this is being used to strength frame you will cut it off 
3. Any ar bumper is permitted. Stuffing of bumpers is allowed. 
4. Homemade bumpers are allowed. Front bumpers can be no longer than 6x6 INCLUDING the 
points with a MAXIMUM allowed point of 4”. Rear homemade bumper can be no longer than 
4x4 INCLUDING point with a MAXIMUM allowed point of 2” Points on front and rear bumpers 
must be between 20” and 30” in width at the base of the point.  
5. In trucks only, IF YOU DO NOT RUN A BACK BUMPER then you may lower tailgate 6” and 
you mamy weld up to 6” to the tailgate of the bed using no more than a single 6” x 2” x1/4” plate 
per side. This will count as two of your allowed wired spots. 
6. No hitches allowed… factory or not, it must be removed. 
7. Preran cars will be allowed 2” patch plates on frame no bigger than 3”x3”x1/4”. These plates 
must be flat, no within 1” of each other, and welded with a single bead of weld no larger than ⅜” 
 
80 AND NEWER PRO STOCK CLASS 
GENERAL: 



2. Helmet, seat belt, and eye protection must always be worn. Long sleeves and Long pants 
recommended. 
3. Any controversies or protests must be brought up during the drivers meeting. 
4. Any questions call first. If it doesn't say you can don't do it. Cars must be stock. No painting of 
the 
frames. If the car is black it must have a 12" x 12" roof sign. 
5. Judges decisions are final. All cars are subject to re-inspection at any time before, during, or 
after the 
event. All glass, plastic, and interior must be removed before arriving to the event. 
IF IT DOESN’T SAY YOU CAN DO IT THAN DON’T ONLY MODIFICATIONS PERMITTED 
TO CAR ARE OUTLINED IN THE FOLLOWING RULES 
 
FRAME AND BUMPERS 
1. Trailer hitches and braces must be removed. No frame welding other than what is stated in 
the rules. 
2. You may cut the flaps and tilt the frame in 1 place and in 1 direction. No seam welding on 
frames 
permitted. 
3. Shaping or hammering of the frame only permitted done in the rear arch only. You may 
crease, notch, 
or dimple rear 12” of the frame to help car roll. 
4. Bumper brackets or shocks may be no longer than 6” any factory car bumper bracket 
permitted instead 
of bracket you may use a 1/4” X 4” X 6” plate for bumper bracket. 
5. Front frame may be shortened to the front edge of front body mount. Do not move factory 
body mounts.  
Bumper may be welded directly to frame. No adding metal. On the back side of bumper where 
shock mounts you may use A 1⁄4” X 6” X 6” piece of flat metal to create a flat mounting surface. 
6. Bumper swaps ok must be factory car bumper any year bumper permitted. Bumpers may be 
loaded all work must be done inside of the bumper they must look factory when looking at them 
no homemade bumpers permitted. 
7. Car must set level bumpers cannot be higher than 22” to bottom of bumper or lower than 15” 
to bottom of bumper. 
8. On pre-ran cars you may use 4 - 4”X 4” X 1⁄4” fix it plates where frame is bent must be a 
visible bend to have fix it plates. If there is no visible bend the plate will have to be removed. 
 
BODY / CAGE 
1. Doors may be welded with 3 – 3” X 5” X 1⁄4” plate per door seam or can be fastened shut 
with 9ga. Wire or banding 
2. Deck lids must be in original position above rain channels or they may be removed from car. 
No wedging. Body creasing is ok. Deck lids may be welded with 3 – 3” X 5” X 1⁄4” plate per 
seam. 



3. Hood can be bolted down in 6 places 4 spots sheet metal to sheet metal and 2 front body 
mounts that may extend through hood. If using wire, you may use 8 double strands of #9 wire 2 
may go around bumper and or frame. Hoods must be open for inspection. (12" x 12" hole over 
carburetor). You must have a 12” X 12” inspection hole in deck lids. 
4. Factory body bolts may be changed to 5/8” bolts there must be a 1 “gap between body and 
frame you can use steel spacers, hockey pucks, or stack of washers nothing used may be 
bigger than 3” in diameter. Body washers inside of car can be no bigger than 3” in diameter. The 
front 2 body mounts may be 1” and extend up through hood. 
5. No seam welding will be permitted on body. Repairing sheet metal is limited to where the 
battery box and gas tank and driver’s area of the floor boards of the car. 
6. Front body spacer may be 6” tall maximum and must remain below the core support. 
7. You may have a bar in the dash area and a bar behind the seat with bars connecting the 
dash and rear bar on each side. Side bars must be inside of car not inside of doors. Roll over 
bar is permitted No down legs permitted. Gussets permitted in corners of cage must be done at 
corners only. No bigger than 4” in diameter bars and you can use a 1⁄4” X 10” X 10” plate to 
attach bars to the sheet metal. No kickers or down legs permitted. You may have a gas tank 
protector no wider than 32”. 
8. Dash bar must be 5” from firewall rear bar can be no farther back than where the kick panel 
meets the seat all bars must be 5” off the transmission tunnel. 
9. Original gas tank must be removed and replaced with a boat-type tank or fuel cell. Moved 
inside of car behind driver's seat but no further back than rear axle. Batteries must be moved to 
passenger side floor board and securely fastened these must be covered with A rubber or 
non-flammable material. 
10. You may use expanded metal or a factory air condenser on core support in front of radiator 
this may be attached with 4 – 3/8” bolts or 4 – 1” welds 
11. On 03 and newer fords you must use factory aluminum cradle and suspension components. 
You can not tilt a 03 and newer ford. 
 
SUSPENSION 
1. Tie Rods may be reinforced. Any rear end permitted. 
2. Watts link conversions on 98 and newer cars are permitted you must use 1⁄4” X 2” X 2” 
square tubing or 2” round pipe for rear trailing arms. 
3. You can weld front a arms down using a 1⁄4” X 2” X 2” piece of steel front and back side of a 
arm you may also use 1⁄4” X 2” X 2” square tubing or 2” round pipe for rear trailer 
4. No spacers or other metal permitted in, on top of, or around coil spring inside of frame on 
front coil 
springs. 
5. Rear coil springs may be wired or chained. Solid suspensions are ok. All suspension 
components 
must remain factory stock no modifications will be permitted. Cars do not have to bounce. Front 
coil 
springs must remain stock car coil springs. You may use 1” all thread for shocks 
6. You can use screw-in spacers to get ride height. 



7. Leaf spring cars must remain factory springs. You cannot change coil spring to leaf spring set 
ups. 
8. Any tire may be used. 
9. Rear ends may be braced this cannot strengthen cars in any way. 
 
ENGINE/TRANSMISSION/DRIVETRAIN 
1. Any car motor of choice is permitted. Must use frame mounts that have a rubber style bushing 
like a factory style mount. ZTR or equivalent mount will be permitted no solid mounts permitted. 
No chains on engine permitted. 
2. Transmission crossmember can be a factory one or a 2” X 2” square tubing only. 
3. Angles for cross member can't be longer than 5" and must be within 12" from factory location. 
4. Engine cradles are permitted trans braces are permitted. If using a cradle 3⁄4” or larger you 
can not have a trans brace. Slider driveshafts are permitted. 
5. Aftermarket gas pedal, brake pedal, steering column, trans cooler are permitted these must 
not be 
mounted in a way to strengthen car. 
 
OUTLAW MOWER RULES: 
Run with you bring. 
 
 
 


